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Preface
For analysis of the origin of life, viruses are compatible with
cells. The formation, survival, and development of virus depend
absolutely on cells. The existence of viruses must have their longterm host for survival, spreading and extending. Like other species
in nature, human beings also coexist with a group of human-hosted
viruses, which are called permanent resident viruses in human
beings. The immune system of species has the anti-microbial
invasion function. The virus has a special coexistence mechanism
with its long-term host, who has a perfect immune system. Since the
immune system has no capacity for entering into cells to recognize
and remove viral nucleic acids, the invading viruses can reside in
cells for a long time as a recessive existence under the dynamic
balance between residual viral replication and immune clearance
pressure. In this normal state, the virus and its long-term host are
“stakeholders” living harmoniously. Consequently, the normal state
of all natural viruses after the occurrence of the immune system of
the species, constitutes the viral microecology of the host (excluded
viruses parasitic air cavities in microorganisms).

Normal state viruses can undergo antigenic mutation to break
through immune pressure and become abnormal, then viruses can
proliferate again and spread to cause infection in host population.
The abnormal state would return into normal state after a new
group immune protection to be established again. The primary
infection of the normal state virus and the re-infection of the
abnormal state virus can cause disease due to the immune toxicity
caused by the immune response. The identification of permanent
resident viruses in human beings has important significance for
studying the epidemiology, pathogenesis, clinical manifestations
and outcomes of human viral diseases and epidemics, as well
as disease prevention and treatment. Vaccine can successfully
prevent the diseases caused by initial infection of normal state
viruses. However, for the re-infection of abnormal state viruses, it is
difficult to evaluate the preventive effect of vaccines because of the

matching problem between previous vaccines and new antigens of
virus in abnormal state.

The Origin and Evolution of Permanent Resident
Viruses (PRVS) in Human Beings
Endogenous virus with cell-origin
Life can be considered as a material system in nature that can
self-sustain, multiply and evolve [1-7]. The gene, from the occurrence
in primitive marine vesicles to the appearance of cell life, is the
most basic molecular system that can self-replicate and evolve in
nature. It can be roughly divided into three developmental stages:
gene, genome and cell genome. In the first two stages, various genes
and randomly linked genomes develop equally, independently and
competitively in vesicles. When the original vesicles evolve with the
cell genome formation [2], those independent genomes developed
in the same period are trapped in parasitic state and they either
develop adaptively and to be able to sustainable or to be excluded
in the process when cell genome gradually controls the whole
cell performance, only those that are compatible with the cellular
genome and the intracellular environment are retained. Some
independent free genomes may shuttle between cells in the manner
of cell division, proliferation, fusion, secretion, phagocytosis,
sprouting, etc., Their structure and behavior already have the
basic characteristics of virus, and become the endogenous virus of
various primitive cells (endogenous virus). This is a very primitive
virus and the source of all viruses in nature.

After entering the cell’s life stage, the life cycle of original virus
in the parasitic state can be completed by means of the genome
function of the cell genome, therefore, the non-essential gene
sequence [8] can be lost by nucleic acid replication “error”, and
the virus can develop along the “small but effective” direction for
facilitating parasitism, so the viral genome has almost no static and
inactive sequences [9]. The DNA genome is formed by linkage of
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gene sequences; while RNA cannot develop into a genome in the
same manner due to molecular stability, but it can form an RNA
genome by multiple RNA combinations through base pairing and
second and third-order molecular configurations for completing
complex biological functions, such as the ribosome genome does
[10]. Due to stability limitations, the RNA genome contains a
limited amounts of RNA, for example, influenza virus contains 8
RNA strands [11], while the reovirus genome consists of 12- 14 RNA
strands [12]. Therefore, the formation, structure, replication form
and evolution of RNA virus [13] are completely different from those
of DNA virus. These two types of viruses have no any relationship
within the evolutionary mechanism.

Permanent resident virus of multicellular higher species

As the evolution of life entered the multicellular higher
organism stage, the symbiotic endogenous virus also changes with
cell differentiation and performance by corresponding adaptive
changes, the endogenous virus then gradually evolved into the
somatic cells of different tissues by compatibility selection and
distribution. Therefore, different types of somatic cells may associate
with their own endogenous virus population. The compatibility
with the host cells determines the strict cytophilic characteristics
of the virus, the hepatitis virus invades only liver cells, influenza
virus invades respiratory epithelial cells, herpes viruses infect skin
or mucosal epithelial cells, etc. With the development of germ cells
and sexual reproduction mechanism in higher species, the virus
continuation of such somatic cell has been greatly limited. Those
endogenous viruses that have lost the transmission channel are
eliminated.
The somatic virus developed from the endogenous virus can
be long-term symbiotic with the host due to their compatibility.
However, there is a significant difference in the transmission
mechanism between the somatic virus and the viruses that are
directly extended through reproductive passage. The somatic virus
must evolve an external invasion process. Therefore, which is called
the permanent resident virus (PRVs). For human being, due to the
isolation of the reproductive mechanism of the placental barrier, in
addition to the pseudo-viral sequences integrated into the genome
during early evolution [14,15], no existence of real endogenous
viral particles has been confirmed.

The trans- species infection and cyto-pathic virulence of
exogenous virus
Since the viral genome has the following characteristics:
a)

Miniature size.

b) Lack of error correction mechanism for replication, it has
the characteristics of fast copying and high replication error
rate capacities.

Even in one host cell, the viruses can present in a group with
various nucleic acid sequences, in other words, is in the form
of quasi-species with a quasi-species spectrum [16]. The viral
sequence analysis often represents the dominant strain with the
highest detection probability. Certain base changes of sequence
can lead to significant mutations in performance of the virus. When

the surface (protein) antigens change by mutation, it might lead
the virus to combine to the ligand or receptor of cells in another
adjacent species. This invasion process is named trans-species
infection [17], it means that of one PRVs of a species invades the
cells of another species. Trans-species infection is an important
mechanism for virus development and expansion of parasitic
species, its occurrence depends on the probability of random
variation of viral surface antigens, the contact density and genetic
relationship in evolution between the two species [18]. For example,
avian influenza virus, murine Hantavirus and canine rabies virus
have invaded to infect human beings [19-21].
When the invasion of xenogeneic cells of trans-species, due to
the lack of compatibility, there might lead the cell to suffer disease
or even cause death by the interruption of cell metabolism with the
process of virus replication and related substrates, this is defined
as the viral cytotoxicity [22]. Cytotoxicity is a common feature of
exogenous virus infection. The intensity of virulence depends
on the route and quantity of virus invasion and the degree of
incompatibility with cells. Because of incompatability, the hosts
cannot carry viruses as a source of infection and lead to prevalence
within the populations [23-25].

Because of the occurrence of viral cytotoxicity is based on
incompatibility with cell level, in some case, this phenomenon can
also occur between different types of somatic cells inside one body
by trans-cells infection. This occurrence of cytotoxicity caused by
viral mutations inside the body is more secretive. It can be applied
to the pathogenesis of certain viral diseases, such as HIV concealed
in macrophages infects CD4 cells by trans-cell infection resulting
in AIDS [26-28], the cranial encephalitis caused by measles virus
infecting brain nerve cells [29], these can cause clinical deterioration
by cytotoxicity.

Virus trans-species evolution and permanent resident
virus (PRVs)

Due to the characteristic of virus survival in quasi-species, the
virus would gradually develop to quasi-species spectrum of various
performance by replication [30], including virulence differences.
With the survival advantage, the virus of the low virulence strain
can survive relatively easier, and the virus quasi-species spectrum is
gradually transferred to the low-virulence strain of adaptive in new
host for continuation. This phenomenon is an important feature
of virus survival, called “Passage attenuation of toxicity” [31].
Finally, the avirulent strain is eventually evolves into a subclass of
homologous virus with a new species as a long-term host. Transspecies evolution is an important pathway and the universal law
for virus development. For example, Flu virus through transspecies evolution, has been differentiated into various subtypes of
influenza viruses that are prevalent in different species respectively
for different hosts, such as human, poultry, pigs, and dogs [32,33].
At the same time, human influenza viruses also have various
versions of viruses that have evolved from different sources. Transspecies evolution is a gradual process and of probabilistic nature
[34]. If the compatibility of virus with host is too poor, they are
difficult to coexist, the trans-evolution can be naturally terminated.
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For example, rabies virus and Hantavirus can infect human beings,
however, there have no a subclass of viruses hosted by human beings
for a long term. The HIV from the scorpion is a typical case. By the
continuous subculture of the virus in a laboratory, the avirulent
strain can finally be obtained which is one of the important ways
to prepare the virus vaccine, and this also confirm the natural
characteristics of passage attenuation of toxicity of virus.

Each subclass of one virus from trans-species evolution
have their own long-term hosts. Due to the virus’s the absolute
dependence of on its host, each virus strains by successful evolved
also lose the ability of reverting to infect the original species.
Therefore, a virus in nature can only be prevalent in specific species,
and there is no the same strain, which can be cross populated in
both species simultaneously. In virology described, certain viruses
can infect in a variety of species, as the Influenza virus epidemics

can occur in human beings, poultry, pigs, dogs, etc. but it does not
mean that the same virus strain (subclass) can spread to a large
population in a variety of species.

The trans-species infection and evolution process of the virus
occurs at the level of somatic cells of species, and it has the same
invasive propagation characteristics as the PRV transformed from
endogenous virus. Therefore, it is collectively named as PRV.
Viral variation, trans-species infection, and attenuated evolution
of passage are important mechanisms for studying viral sources
and viral diseases. From the analysis of viral sequences, the vast
majority of PRVs of human beings have genetic traces of similar
viruses of adjacent species, showing that trans-species evolution
of exogenous viruses is an important source of human’s PRV
populations [34] (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Evolution of the source of the resident virus population, viruses and diseases.

Virus and immunity
PRV group and immune system
The function of the immune system is to resist the invasion of
microorganisms (including viruses) to maintain the body internal
environment to be stable. The PRV can coexist with long-term host
because it has no cytotoxicity inside the cells. However, the initial
infection process can stimulate immune reaction of the host, then
the effects of immune response can eliminate the viruses and
infected cells, and provide immune protection against re-invasion
and spread of similar viruses [35], Therefore, it must have to exist
a special symbiotic mechanism for virus to survive in hosts with
immune systems for a long term.

Immune function of multicellular organisms is evolved from
those of the mutual recognition of cells based on cell surface
markers, such as MHC antigens and Toll-like receptors [36,37],
This recognition is based on the surface markers of the cell or
microbial. Immune effector cells and molecules clear the virus or
infected cells, and inhibit the virus to spread and develop through
such molecular recognition of viral protein expressed on virus
envelop or cell membrane. The virus exists as the form of nucleic
acid in cells, and since the immune system has no mechanism to
enter cells for recognizing nucleic acid sequence information and
eliminating the nucleic acid sequence (viral genome), therefore,
the resident virus can exist in the cell under the presence of the
corresponding immune reaction, and replicate limitedly under

immune-suppressive pressure. This condition of virus can maintain
the stimulation to immune system for sustaining Immune stress.
Finally, it would reach a dynamic balance between virus replication
and immune clearance pressure. The presence of viruses in host
under immune stress for relatively long term is generally the
normal state of PRV group [1,38-40], and also involves the viral
microecology of the host. It is also the normal state for all PRVs in
their long-term hosts with immune system in the natural world
[41-44]. The viruses of concealing survival could proliferate and
escape as a source of infection from the individuals with even
immune imbalance.

Viral immune-toxicity and immune pathogenesis

In the immune response cycle stimulated by the viral invasion,
with the formation of immune complexes, cytolytic damage of
infected cells, and the release and activation of various cytokines
and inflammatory factors, it can lead to host diseases by local
inflammatory injury and systemic inflammatory response, these
immune-pathological phenomena in parallel to the immune
response are called viral immune-toxicity[45]. The clinical
manifestations are mainly caused by the immune-toxicity, this
process is called immune-pathogenesis which is closely related to
the immune response cycle [46,47].
However, the immune-toxicity following immune response in
the initial infection with PRVs is the main pathogenesis in host [45],
so there exists a very regular incubation period of 8-10 days from
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the virus invading to clinical symptoms appearance [48]. During
this period, the host becomes an asymptomatic source of virus
as the virus can proliferate and spread freely in the body without
immune clearance factors. When the clinical signs appearance in
host, infection has already spread widely in advance leading to
epidemics in population. The large-scale viral outbreak of viral
diseases in human beings is mainly caused by PRVs of human. In
addition to isolating the source of infection, the subsidence of the
epidemic depends on the group’s immune protection established
by universal infection or vaccine application [49].
The clinical manifestations of PRVs infection depend mainly on
the intensity of the immunopathology, the infection and immune
process can be occult clinically. If the immune response is moderate
in time, for example, there exist a huge recessive infection group
behind the dominant group in the human flu epidemic, both
of them get the immune protection after Flu. Otherwise it may
manifest a very serious clinical process even causing disabling or
lethal because the tissue damage is difficult to repair if the immune
response is too strong or the host is extreme sensitive, such as the
cases with severe smallpox, measles and polio cases.

Another important factor affecting clinical manifestations is
the targeted cells or organs involved in immune-toxicity, which is
directly related to the severity and the mortality of the disease. For
example, the herpes virus invading the skin or mucous membranes
rarely endangers human life and the human influenza virus
invading the epithelial cells of airway have no direct lethal factor;
however, the fatality rate of the Abola virus infection is high because
the organ and systemic hemorrhage with vascular endothelial cells
damage, and the morbidity rate of poliovirus that damage nerve
cells are extremely high.

Immuno-toxicity is the main factor involved pathogenic
mechanism of disease by PRVs. Clinical manifestations are caused
by excessive immune response and body sensitivity. The appearance
of immune-toxicity really indicates that the immune system has
initiated the effects of clearing virus and infected cells, the severity
of the disease is directly related the intensity of immune response.
It is often necessary in clinical practice to use immunosuppressive
therapy to control the intensive immune response into an
appropriate level for sustaining life. Since the virus can survive
under immunological stress after infection, there is no theoretical
demand of enhancing the immune function to eliminate the virus.

Virus and Disease

PRV and virus classification
On the premise of understanding the occurrence, development,
distribution, evolution of the virus and its absolute dependence on
the cells, it is very clear to know that the virus must coexists with its
long-term host, and its behavior is closely related to the hosts’ life.
In the long-term, the virus can spread widely within the population
because of its compatibility to host sells and survives in an occult
state under the control of the immune system. For example, we
can speculate on the hidden existence of PRVs group from their
corresponding antibodies in circulation of human beings. The
occult virus may occur resurgence to escape from individuals due

to events of immune imbalance happening (factors such as disease,
aging, drugs, etc.). However, it is difficult to perceive these PRVs’
existence clinically, due to it would not cause any abnormalities
under the existing group immune protection.

It is known that one PRV species is really an exogenous virus for
another species, and that when a PRV variant of a species invades
other species by trans-species infection can directly lead the host to
suffer a disease with cytotoxicity. However, it would not result in the
epidemic in population because of the host can’t bring the virus as a
carrier to spread. For example, in the case of avian flu, the virus can
escape accidentally to infect human beings, but it would not lead to
the epidemic in human because lack of interpersonal transmission.
In same way, the rabies virus also will not cause interpersonal
communication. Therefore, for the studies of clinical virology the
hosts must be clearly addressed. Understanding and identifying the
PRVs of human beings for the study of human viral diseases and
the prevention and treatment of epidemics are of great significance.
For the viral diseases in human beings, concerned viruses can be
divided into two categories: PRV group and exogenous virus group;
They are totally different with infection mechanism, epidemic
characteristics, pathogenic mechanism, clinical manifestations and
outcomes, and prevention measures.

PRV population and human viral epidemic

The PRV group of human hosts has the close relationship to
human beings with its affinity and compatibility to human cells,
and the ability of interpersonal transmission in humans, so it is to
be the main pathogen of human viral epidemics with widespread
infection in the population. For the newborns, primary infection
resulting to disease caused by immune toxicity is difficult to avoid.
Therefore, it is clinically common for newborns with an average of
5-6 overt viral infections and a greater number of latent recessive
infections per year [50]. The applications of vaccines have played a
decisive role in preventing diseases caused by these initial infection
of PRVs, these common viral diseases such as smallpox, measles
and polio have almost disappeared in human beings [51]. Under the
application of infant immunization programs in various countries,
these diseases of primary infectious with PRVs have basically been
controlled.
Except for primary infections, the normal state of PRVs under
immune pressure could become into abnormal state due to antigen
mutation to escape from existing immune pressure, then the virus
can proliferate and spread again as a new PRVs due to the original
group immune protection no longer effective. New viral antigens
trigger the new immune responses leading to a new viral disease
epidemic in the population, and eventually it would calm down
after a new immune response creating a new equilibrium between
virus and immune protective pressure. For example, the periodicity
of the human influenza epidemic, the subsidence of the epidemic
depends on the reconstruction of population immune protection.
Theory and practice have shown that the viral mutations that lead
to spread of such abnormal viruses and epidemic are occurring in
human populations. The source of viral epidemic still originates
from the antigenic variation of PRVs in population of humans
themselves.
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The PRVs is the main virus group causing human viral
epidemics. The disease is based on the immune pathogenesis,
so the related diseases have regular disease processes and
epidemiological characteristics. The pathogenesis of exogenous
virus infection is both cytotoxic and immunotoxic, the clinical
course is more complex, such as avian influenza virus, rabies virus,
Hantavirus infection of humans, etc. Therefore, these two types of
viral infectious diseases are easily identified clinically. Currently
these epidemic viral diseases common in humans are all caused by
viruses attributable to PRVs of humans, such as measles, smallpox,
poliomyelitis, chickenpox, rubella, herpes virus, mumps, Japanese
encephalitis, cytomegalovirus, hepatitis A, hepatitis B, dengue
virus and human influenza virus, etc. including the HIV and HPV.
According to the prevalence and pathogenesis, it is well known that
SARS (Coronavirus), Ebola, MERS, and Zika should also belong to
PRVs group of humans. These viruses have a common pathogenic
mechanism, and the differences in clinical manifestations of various
diseases are caused only by differences in invasion pathways
and infected cells, the intensity of host immune response, and
the difference in immune-pathological distribution in bodies. For
example, the herpes virus invading the skin and epithelial cells
is clinically mild, while the Ebola virus, which invades vascular
epithelial cells, is critically ill and has a high mortality rate.
Due to the mechanism of passage attenuation, there is no
cytotoxic variation in the long-term host virus. However, the
PRVs viruses can cause trans-cells infections inside the body
due to mutations, resulting in cytotoxicity and disease, such
pathogenesis with AIDS [26-28] and measles encephalitis [29] as
mentioned above. This pathogenic mechanism of PRV stems from
viral cytotoxicity and does not involve immune pathogenesis,
so the clinical manifestations are more subtle and complicated.
Antiviral drugs are the main treatment in these special chronic viral
infectious diseases such as AIDS.

Prevention and treatment of human PRVs viral diseases

The present clinical symptoms of these diseases indicate that
the body has already initiated the immune response. The immunetoxicity is directly related to the intensity of the immune response.
In addition to symptomatic treatment and overall support, the
intensity of the immune response needs to properly be controlled
to reduce the degree of injury in disease process, and finally
achieve the balance of residues virus and immune pressure for
rehabilitation. It is not advisable to enhance the immune response.
Clinically, it is appropriate to use adrenocortical hormone to
suppress an excessive immune response to save lives, as seen in the
clinical treatment of SARS or Ebola.

The re-ignition of PRVs in the body due to the decline of immune
function of the old, weak, and sick patients, is also an endogenous
factor in the clinical viral infection of some critically ill patients
(such as AIDS). Correctly elucidating the relative relationship
between PRVs group and immunity has great theoretical
significance for understanding the occurrence and prevention of
viral diseases. Normal newborns can produce a normal immune
response to foreign antigens, indicating that the immune systems
of the newborns have matured since birth. It has been confirmed

that a good immune response has been made for the hepatitis B
vaccine applied on the first day of human birth. The common viral
infections in children are mainly caused by PRVs in humans. This
is a learning process of immune system to obtain protection and
difficult to omit for every individual. The common viral infections in
children rarely occur in adults, it is contribute to the establishment
of viral micro-ecology in the host after natural infection of PRV
population or the application of corresponding vaccines.

Vaccine and PRVs group in Humans

The function of the vaccine is to simulate natural viral infections
with artificial preparations, for establishing and maintaining
corresponding immune protection under the premise of avoiding
dominant immune-toxicity, this is the prevention of infectious
diseases associated with immune pathogenesis. The attack on
humans by those of exogenous virus group is opportunistic, so the
application of the corresponding vaccine is selective. The PRVs of
human is the main virus group that causes widespread infection
in the population. Application of the vaccines has disappeared
from smallpox and basically controlled the occurrence of common
neonatal infectious diseases such as measles and polio. However, it
is known that the PRVs can still residue in the cell in the presence
of correspondent immune-protection. It is also well known that the
vaccine is to eliminates the related disease but not virus, and the
PRVs or live vaccine virus are still occult to present in the population
[52]. The elimination of human variola virus is essentially replaced
by vaccinia virus [53]. Newborn individuals still have the problem
of primary infection of PRVs, so the immunization program of
infants and young children needs to be maintained for a long time
and can’t be done once and for all [54,55].
More importantly, the PRVs group has been existing in two
states of normality and abnormality, and the vaccine plays a
decisive role in preventing diseases caused by the primary infection
of such normal state of viruses [51]. However, the preventive effect
of vaccine on the epidemic of adult viral diseases is not ideal such
as on those of influenza, because this kind of diseases in adults is
caused by new immune-toxicity of the mutant virus in an abnormal
state with breaking through the previous immune protection, its
immunogen is different from those of vaccine applied in immune
program for infant and young children. In theory, every episode
induced by an abnormal state of PRVs requires the revalidation
and verification of immunogenicity for vaccine, such as influenza
vaccine. The theory and technology of SARS and Abola vaccine
development in adults also need to be further explored [56,57]. At
present, the prevalence of these viral diseases is naturally subsided
without vaccines. The isolation of infectious sources plays an
important role, then the technology of vaccine development and
effects of vaccine applications for abnormal state of PRVs are yet to
be evaluated in clinical practice.
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